Landscape composition and structure influence animal movement, which in turn can 2 affect transmission of their diseases. Spatio-temporal variation in host diffusion, caused by 3 landscape heterogeneity, is thus expected to generate corresponding phylogeographic patterns in 4 the pathogen. However, establishing causative links between genetic structure in pathogen 5 populations and environmental variation does require appropriate null models. Here, we present 6 an empirical example of the emergence and multi-decade persistence of phylogeographic 7 structure on a homogeneous landscape in a rapidly diversifying pathogen in the absence of any 8 apparent landscape heterogeneity. By applying phylogeographic inference to 173 sequences of a 9 raccoon-specific strain of rabies virus, we reconstruct patterns of the virus' evolution and 10 diffusion on the Florida peninsula, USA, from its first emergence in the 1940's to the present. 11
Introduction

25
The geographic genetic organization of populations is a complex interaction between 26 patterns of organismal movement, breeding structure, habitat heterogeneity, and dispersal and 27 establishment. On landscapes that are homogeneous with respect to individual movement 28 probabilities, genetic organization traditionally is considered to be determined by patterns of 29 local gene exchange and patterns of colonization by exogenous genotypes (Irwin 2002 
1951). 41
Some research has indicated however that random local processes, as well as events 42 during colonization and expansion, can also generate enduring spatial genetic patterns. When 43 this is the case, population spatial genetic structure may not be dictated solely by barrier 44 arrangement. On simulated homogeneous landscapes, significant "phylogeographic breaks", i.e. these relationships form on natural landscapes? And 2) once formed, how stable are these spatial 59 patterns across natural landscapes that are highly homogeneous? Here, we address these 60 questions using a rapidly evolving zoonotic pathogen, rabies virus, as a model. 61 transmitted viruses) generally occurs across landscapes and distances that are amenable to 68 independent host movement, though human-mediated long-distance translocation events are 69 known to have facilitated various rabies epizootics and range expansions (Nettles et al. 1979 ; 70 Atlantic range identified decreased viral velocity across mountain ranges (Biek et al. 2007 ). The 94 landscape of Florida, in contrast, exhibits few features that might serve as barriers to raccoon 95 movement. Florida's topography is relatively flat (with a max elevation of 105m above sea 96 level), and there is an abundance of favorable and continuous raccoon habitat (including large 97 swamps and long stretches of urbanized areas). Previous analyses based on microsatellite and 98 mtDNA data found evidence for a single, well-mixed raccoon population that covers Florida, 99
Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee, and South Carolina (Cullingham et al. 2008 ; Reeder-Carroll 100 2010), consistent with a lack of impediments to raccoon gene flow throughout this region. 101
The raccoon rabies system in Florida offers a chance to explore long-term evolutionary 102 outcomes of invasion on a landscape devoid of spatial features that would be predicted to 103 maintain phylogeographic patterns. On this landscape, one might expect to see little or no 104 phylogeographic structure of viral strains and would instead predict lineages to spatially admix 105 over time, eliminating early spatial genetic differentiation. We are testing this hypothesis by 106 analyzing spatial evolutionary patterns of RRV expansion and lineage divergence in Florida. 107
Utilizing novel methods to reconstruct spatial patterns of viral diffusion rates within our study 108 area, we aimed to determine how RRV phylogeographic patterns arose and are maintained 109 following emergence of the virus and how this affects the interpretation of genetic data in the 110 context of RRV as well as biological invasion processes more generally. 111
Materials and Methods
112
Sample collection and preparation 113 (Fig 1) . Infection with the raccoon-specific rabies variant was initially 119 confirmed using an indirect assay with monoclonal antibodies for the nucleocapsid protein 120 (Smith et al. 1986 ). Total RNA was extracted from 50 -100 mg of frozen brain tissue archived 121 after post mortem analysis of rabid raccoons. RNA extraction was achieved using a hypotonic 122 lysis buffer (Smith et al. 1991) were concatenated for our analyses. 137
Phylogenetic analysis 138
Potential evolutionary models were explored using the phyml package in jModelTest 2 139 which allows the variance in diffusion rate from node to descendent to vary from branch to 156 branch within a topology (Lemey et al. 2009; Lemey et al. 2010 ). We tested a number of models 157 for this diffusion process, and a gamma-distributed rate variation applied to an RRW was 158 selected based on MLE. Because our samples were georeferenced to either a county or a zip 159 code, our sample locations included 55 spatial duplicates, to which we added random spatial 160 noise using a random "jitter" window of 0.5 before analysis with BEAST. 161
Finally, we ran our model for three independent runs, each of 300 million steps and 162 sampling from the posterior distribution of trees every 30,000 steps, which yielded 10,000 163 posterior trees per run and high ESS values (1000+) for each estimated parameter within the 164 runs. Combining posterior outputs from the three runs caused ESS values to drop abruptly.). We 165 determined this was caused by a monophyletic clade within our tree converging on different 166 sister taxa between runs. Since there were no practical differences between phylogenies holding 167 this clade in different positions (the timing of its MRCA did not change, nor did its placement 168 disrupt the branch lengths or topology of any other monophyly in our tree), we processed two 169 more runs and ultimately combined the three that agreed. We chose burn-in lengths based on 170 posterior mixing patterns, discarding anywhere from 2,000 to 3,000 of the 10,000 trees per run 171 
Reconstructing spatial patterns of diffusion 176
Estimated ancestral locations and ages were used with sample locations and times to 177 produce a two-dimensional surface model of viral diffusion rates. Calculated simply as the 178 geographic distance between a parent and daughter node and scaled by the time separating them, 179 these diffusion rates are conditioned on phylogenetic history. To accommodate uncertainty in the 180 estimated phylogeographic locations associated with nodes, as well as the phylogenetic 181 dependence of inferred locations from neighboring nodes, 1000 trees of the N-gene drawn 182 randomly from the posterior distributions logged by BEAST were used to build a data set of 183 ancestral node heights and spatial coordinates. For each tree, we determined temporal and 184 geographic distances between parent and daughter nodes to obtain a branch-specific diffusion 185 rate for each edge. We assigned these diffusion rate estimates to point locations by generating 
Phylogeographic analysis 206
Our analysis revealed the existence of five major RRV lineages in Florida that tended to 207 cluster spatially (see Results). We used Delaunay triangulation of sample locations to visualize 208 and track the distributions of these lineages over time. Delaunay triangulation is a method of 209 calculating the two-dimensional geometric approximation of each point in a set, drawing 210 polygons around each point such that every point in the set is closer to its own polygon than it is 211 to any other point. We generated Delaunay diagrams for sample subsets corresponding to our 212 However, the origin and timing of this translocation event has never been identified. To infer the 220 putative sequence of the virus that sparked the mid-Atlantic epizootic we applied marginal 221 reconstruction in baseml (Yang 2007 ) to the maximum clade credibility tree of concatenated N 222 and G sequences collected throughout the mid-Atlantic in an earlier study (Biek et al. 2007) to 223 obtain the ancestral sequence at the root node. This sequence was incorporated into our 224 phylogenetic analyses of the N-gene and the concatenated N/G sequence data sets from Florida. 225
Results
226
Phylogenetic analysis 227
Our 173 samples exhibited approximately 98% overall sequence identity and included 228 137 unique variants of the N gene. Phylogenetic analyses inferred five major clades, each 229 supported by posterior probabilities of ~0.9 or more (Fig 1a) . Relationships among these five 230 clades were more difficult to resolve, with posterior probabilities of more ancestral nodes 231 ranging from 0.3 to 0.7. The estimated rate of evolution was 3.1x10 -4 substitutions/site/yr, 232 yielding a date for the most recent common ancestor of 1944 (95% HPD=1933 to 1961). All five 233 clades diverged rapidly in the years immediately following emergence of RRV; the 95% 234 confidence intervals for the node height of all inferred lineage ancestors overlap (Table 1) . We 235 estimated that four clades were established by the late 1970s; the 95% HPD interval for the 236 divergence time of clade IV extends to the early 1980s (Table 1, Fig 1a) . All five clades were 237 extant throughout the 30 years of our sample collection. Analysis of concatenated N and G gene 238 sequences on a subset of our sample reaffirmed the patterns found with the N gene alone ( Table  239 1 and SI 2). 240 241 242 Table 1 . Median divergence times of each clade ancestor estimated using a time-scaled evolutionary rate applied to genetic data. All samples were sequenced at the nucleoprotein gene locus (N-gene), while a subset were analyzed at both the N and glycoprotein genes (N+G gene). 255
Spatial patterns of diffusion 256
The spatiotemporal history of the N-gene phylogeny was reconstructed under a relaxed 257 random walk model in continuous space [1959, 1965] 1971 [1957, 1981] random walk model, with the exception of minor clusters of elevated diffusion rates (Fig 2) . 266
These clusters corresponded to areas where we lacked samples. We confirmed using simulations 267 that sequences evolved on a continuous landscape yielded similar spatial patterns of diffusion 268 when sampled discontinuously (SI Fig 1c) . We therefore propose that the "hotspots" of 269 increased diffusion rates seen in the empirical data are likely the result of sampling gaps. 270 271 272
Fig 2. Predicted averaged annual rate of raccoon rabies virus diffusion throughout the Florida peninsula. Predicted diffusion was interpolated using spatial coordinates as predictor variables in a smoothed GAM of diffusion rates extracted from the posterior distribution of 1000 phylogenetic trees. The mean diffusion rate is indicated at x-bar. Increased diffusion rates are warmer in color. Sample locations are marked with black circles. 273
Phylogeographic structure 274
The inferred clades exhibited strong geographic structure (Fig 1c) , as our sample region 275 can be partitioned into areas dominated by a certain clade. For example, clade IV is generally 276 restricted to eastern Florida while sequences grouped in clade I are found in Alabama and the 277 Florida panhandle (Fig 1c) . All five clades can be found in the area around the estimated location 278 of the tree's root (Fig 1c) , positioned at a similar latitude but farther(?) to the west of the earliest 279 reported case of RRV (Fig 1b) . The geographic distribution of the five clades over time was 280 remarkably stable, with mean centers during the second and third sampling period that remained 281 within 100km to their estimated locations in the 1982 -1988 sampling interval (Fig 3a, b) . The 282 geographic centers of clades I and V moved the least (<30 km total) (Fig 3b) . Unlike clade I, 283 however, clade V appears to have experienced some fragmentation by the expansion of clade IV 284 (Fig 3a) . The mean center of clade IV shifted a large distance from its estimated location, only 285 to shift back the following sampling interval (Fig 3a, b) . Only the mean centers of clades II and 286 III exhibited repeated movement away from their respective locations in the 1982 -1988 287 sampling interval (Fig 3a, b) . Rupprecht & Smith 1994). However, the exact spatial origin of the translocated raccoon has 303 never been clarified. Our phylogenetic analysis placed the reconstructed ancestral sequence 304 firmly within clade III, for both the N-gene-based phylogeny and the phylogeny constructed 305 using both N and G genes (Figs 1a and SI 2) . Both analyses indicated that this virus diverged 306 early from the clade III ancestor. Clade III was one of the last clades to diverge and is restricted 307 to a relatively small area in central western Florida. Our results thus suggest that the mid-Atlantic 308 epizootic was caused by an infected raccoon originating from this area. 309
Discussion
310
The results presented here provide evidence for the development and maintenance of 311 spatial aggregates of rabies viral lineages on a landscape with few features that might impede 312 host racoon movement. A key characteristic of rabies virus -indeed, of all rapidly-evolving 313 RNA pathogens -is that there is a direct link between viral population dynamics and their 314 molecular evolution, as mutations are fixed at the same tempo as population dynamics occur 315 (Fig 1b) , which corresponds well with the estimated 327 emergence date of our phylogenetic tree root. Reconstructed dispersal patterns suggest 328 homogeneous viral diffusion across the state, a result that is consistent with the fact that the 329 terrain of Florida presents few known barriers to raccoon movement, as well as with previous 330 research supporting the presence of a single statewide raccoon population (Cullingham et A major goal of population genetics is to determine which of natural selection or neutral 392 processes is driving a population's evolution. We find this system to be a clear example of 393 neutral processes dominating population genetic structure. The stability of the phylogeographic 394 patterns detected here enabled us to recover the potential source location of the mid-Atlantic 395 rabies epizootic that began decades after RRV had reached an enzootic state in Florida. 396
Crucially, we were able to identify this location even though our samples for this study were 397 themselves collected long after RRV establishment in both Florida and in the mid-Atlantic states, 398 as well as to reconstruct the source sequence of the mid-Atlantic epizootic. The clade from 399 which the mid-Atlantic source appears to originate is not located near the expanding northern 400 edge of RRV in the southeast. Instead, Clade III is surrounded by either water or by RRV sister 401
clades. This event was enabled by human-mediated long-distance-dispersal (Nettles et al. 1979) , 402 without which we would predict that raccoon rabies would have continued its slow expansion up 403 the east coast, and that Clade I -with exclusive access to the expanding edge of RRV in Florida 404
-would have gone on to dominate future lineages. 405
RNA viruses in general have been identified as likely systems for evolutionary patterns 406
driven by dispersal processes rather than selection, as they tend to cause acute infections that 407 preclude co-divergence with their host species (Holmes 2004) . Nevertheless, the rapid rate of 408 rabies evolution has led to the expectation that its spatial genetic patterns will reflect its host 409 population structure. Here, however, we find a significant and stable lack of spatial genetic 410 congruence between RRV and its host, which displays no similar spatial compartmentalization 411 
